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ON THE RIGHTS SIDE OF 18
Inputs of young people into the UN Day of General Discussion 

On Children as Defenders of Rights
At the OHCHR, Geneva

September 2018

The Day of General Discussion is a biennial event organized 
by  the UN Committee of the Rights of the Child. The 

primary objective is to generate a deeper understanding of 
the Convention on the Rights of the Child through the 

engagement of children themselves. The theme of this year’s 
DGD is “Protecting and Empowering Children as Rights 

Defenders” and is taking place on 28th September 2018 at 
Palais de Nations, Geneva.



CRC  Convention on the Right of the Child

CRDs  Children Rights Defenders

CWC  Child Welfare Committee

DCPU   District Child Protection Unit

DGD   Day of General Discussion

NCPCR  National Commission for Protection of Child Rights

OHCHR Office of the United Nations High Commissioner of                                                 

                          Human Rights

UDHR  Universal Declaration of Human Rights

UN  United Nations

YASH  Young Advocates for Social Harmony

ABBREVIATIONS





Jai Bhim! (salutation used by us Dalits* in honour of our leader                     
Dr B. R. Ambedkar) 
My name is Aishwarya. 
I am a seventeen year old girl. I live in a slum ‘ that is about a kilometre away 
from India's National Parliament. My dad is a cleaner in Gandhi Smiriti . And 
my mother left us when I was very young.

I have been associated with the NINEISMINE campaign since I was 13 years 
old. I am a Young Advocate for Social Harmony (YASH). As a child I realised 
that being a boy had innate advantages. Hence I began to cut my hair short 
and to dress up as a boy. I began to challenge every gender stereotype around 
me. Now you must remember that it is not an easy task for a girl living in the 
midst of the patriarchal mind-sets of India.

I was elected as the Child-Gender Equity Minister of the Inclusive National 
Children's Parliament of India run by the NINEISMINE campaign. I addressed 
huge gatherings on Gender equity. My friends and I even stopped a child 
Marriage. I have openly challenged any suppression of girls.  

FOREWORD



I was glad to hear that I am selected to be part of the Day of General 
Discussion with the Committee on the Rights of the Child and the experts of the 
other UN Conventions in relation to children being defenders of Human Rights. 
I would firstly challenge the notion that we should only defend Human Rights. I 
prefer seeing myself as a Defender of all Rights of All members of our earth 
community including the Animals, Birds, Bees, Terrains and Trees. 

In preparation for this UN discussion, I consulted many of my peers mostly 
from vulnerable situations on what they felt were the challenges they face when 
they engage with promoting and defending, Rights.
 
This booklet is a summary of our findings and recommendations.

Thanks to the OHCHR, Child Rights Connect, UNICEF India, Edmund Rice 
International, PRATYeK and NINEISMINE for providing me with this 
opportunity to share my experiences and views as a child-defender of rights.



Getting my passport to travel to Geneva was a huge struggle because of the 
situation of poverty that I am in. My documents, such as the birth certificate, 
was not in order and the fact that my parents were in a conflict with each other 
did not help the case.

*Dalit is an empowering word used to describe those considered 'untouchable' 
within the caste system of India.



What will I be highlighting at the DGD : 

The DGD will be a significant opportunity to draw attention to the need that 
empowers and protects Children as Rights Defenders. I will be representing 
India at the DGD and as  part of the Children's Advisory team, I will be 
meeting delegates from the OHCHR and the UN Committee on the Rights of 
the Child. I will be participating in different sessions, identifying challenges 
faced by CRDs in India and discussing role of various stakeholders in 
promoting this aspect of our being.

I have been conducting sessions on Child Rights with different organizations in 
Delhi working with children. Wherein, I have collected the children's views  
about their experiences as Rights Defenders regarding:

· The role that children play as Rights Defenders in society;

· What enables children to act as Rights Defenders; 



· How children want to be empowered and what support they want from adults, 
including parents and authorities;

· What barriers Children Rights Defenders face at all levels (local, national, 
regional, international); 

· What are the risks faced by Children Rights Defenders; and

· What safeguards are necessary to ensure the protection of Children Rights 
Defenders.



I wish to thank the young members and the leaders. 



“On my way back from school I saw a girl 
being teased by a bunch of men; I tried my 
best to stop them but these men made fun of 
my height and asked me to behave according 
to my age and gender. I felt helpless and 
scared at that time”

 -Monica, Girl, 14 years



THE PROCESS OF ON THE RIGHTS SIDE OF 18

A series of consultations were held with children on their experiences as 
defenders of all (human, child, earth) rights of people and the related 
challenges, opportunities which they have come across and their expectations 
from different stakeholders in the society in this regard.

Steps

Through depictions of human sculptures, children acquainted 

themselves with the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) 

and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR)

Step One 

Step Two Through group discussions and posters, the participants discussed 

risks and challenges they faced in addressing issues related to their 

addressing to protection and promotion of Rights.

Step Three Through a 'market space' sharing, the young people contributed the 

ideas and recommendations to the government for protecting their 

rights as protectors and promoters of rights.



We explored the various challenges faced by 
the Child-Defenders of Human Rights. 
Following are some of them...

 Not Allowed

 Not Able

 Not Taken Seriously

 Not Informed

 Not Safe

 Not Supported





“Children have enough talent and 
voice, but parents do not give us 
permission to do anything about 
rights.” 

-Manish, Boy, 16



“Our neighbours have been pressurizing our parents, to stop us from 
advocating against child marriage and dowry”. 

-Vishal, Boy, 16

NOT ALLOWED

 Parents don't encourage us to raise our voice against anything which is 
deemed unfair or unlawful

 Family and neighbours feel that involving us would expose us to violence.
 Adults do not allow us to participate in groups.
 Society is against us who actively take a stand for rights.



“If an accident happens and we help 
people, then the police ask us a lot of 
questions, our parents silence us and 
the one who has been convicted also 
threatens us. How can I help people?” 

-Iqra, Girl, 16



“I hardly have time as I have to attend tuition classes post school hours and 
also on weekends. The wide school syllabus makes it even more difficult for 
me”. 

-Shaila, Girl, 15

NOT ABLE

 Lack of basic amenities like shelter and nutritious food, hamper our 
opportunities as defenders of rights.

 Lack of access to quality education (particularly on rights) affects our ability 
to engage with power.

 We find it difficult to balance our work on rights with our regular studies.
 Excessive societal restriction on girl child and other vulnerable children like 

our friends with disabilities.
 Traditional ideas like 'children must be seen and not heard' makes it difficult 

for us.
 Children think that if wrong things are happening to us it is because of our 

own mistakes.





“Last year when my brother was getting 
married, all the adults in my family were 
busy planning the event but none of them 
thought of consulting us in terms of how we 
want the ceremony to be arranged or what 
food should be served.” 

-Amisha, Girl, 16



 “Every time we make a complaint against our teachers to our Principal, it 
goes in vain: We end up getting a scolding and punishments.” 

-A mixed group, 11-15 years

NOT TAKEN SERIOUSLY

 Adults hardly have time to listen to our concerns.
 Adults dismiss our opinion under the pretext that they have more experience 

and understanding compared to us.
 Our opinions and experiences on issues are barely given weightage.
 We are often ridiculed by adults including government officials.





 “Most of the children in my 
neighbourhood are not aware of the 
child helpline number 1098.” 

-Ritvik, Boy, 15



NOT INFORMED

 Most of the information in the news, notice board and other formal space is 
not child-friendly.

 We have limited knowledge on Human Rights.
 There is no education on rights in our school.
 We do not have access to information related to reporting of crimes on 

children.
 We do not have information on vulnerable children

“I want to know the details of the civic work done in our locality; its like 
every year they repair the road but it gets damaged within a few days!”

 -Shubham, Boy, 15



 “For the past few years I have been 
hearing of cases of violence and abuse 
against children even in my school 
premises. I get anxious and more 
concerned about my safety” 

-Ajay, Boy, 13



NOT SAFE

 We still experience corporal punishment in school and at home.
 We are not safe while travelling and therefore cannot go alone to the Child 

Welfare Committees.
 In schools we are ill-treated by adults like the support staff, teachers, the 

principal and by our seniors.
 If we complain about our teachers then the authorities send us back and treat  

rudely with us. 
 We don't feel safe online. 

“My parents had, at one point of time, barred me from using smart-phones 
of my elder brother, after the news of the Blue Whale challenge started. I 
had to convince them a lot before accessing their phone, even for the 
purpose of my studies”. 

-Anshu, Girl, 16





We are not treated well by the authorities 
and even the police stations are scary 
places and not child friendly. 

-Ankita, Girl, 17



NOT SUPPORTED

 We children are dependent on adults for most things.
 To travel, we have to be accompanied by adults for our own safety. 

Therefore the adults conviction on the issue, willingness and availability of 
time to accompany us on the issue, determines their choices.  

 We do not have access to support structures like places to meet and phones 
to call.

 School is largely the only place most of us children are familiar with. Having 
resource centres in other places makes it difficult for us to access our rights.

 Lack of financial support makes things difficult for children.
 If any child wants admission in a school then they ask for a lot of 

documents.
 Lack of reliable data and information on the number of children accessing 

and enjoying their rights makes it difficult for us.
 We are not given a chance to place our complaint formally.





“There are not enough toilets in our 
community, let alone them being child-
friendly. If we ask the government to 
make more toilets, then the leaders of our 
own communities object because they 
misuse the money already allocated for 
the same.” 

-Manisha, Girl, 15



LAST CHILD 

In keeping with the ideal, 'Leave No one Behind', some of us have expressed 
our concerns about children living in vulnerable situations exercising our roles 
as Defenders of Rights such as the: 

Child labourers and other children are deprived of 
going to school. They don't have time to play, to go to 
school and to join our children's parliament.  How 
will they learn about their rights? 

-Laxmi, Girl, 16



Children with disabilities are disrespected in society and community. 
Getting people to see us and having good suggestions is a huge task. 

-Esme, child with hearing impairment, Girl, 16 



“Children deserve to be given space in 
important platforms like the Gram 
Sabha, (Village Councils) and Town 
Council meetings, so that our demands 
for child friendly  community toilets and 
safe spaces for children are met.” 

-Pooja, Girl, 13



Towards promoting my role as 

a Child-Defender of Rights 

The UN should ensure that....



...OUR GOVERNMENTS...

 Provide us with platforms to represent our views at the local, state and 
national levels.

 Encourage more dialogue between the Members of Parliament, Legislative 
Assemblies and children.

 Ensure that Child Protection Policy is implemented strictly and followed 
everywhere with strict punishment for those who fail to obey.

 Organise formal days when we can engage with elected members within 
parliament and the local, state assembly itself.

 Funds should be available to support the setting up of Children's Parliaments 
in each neighbourhood and its federation at various levels.

 Government should conduct surveys on how many children's parliaments are 
there and how many children enjoy their rights. This information can help us 
a lot.

 Governments should provide organisations who support children with more 
money so that they can provide us with useable knowledge and values.  



 “Once a year we should march in groups 
to occupy the Parliament Street and make 
our demands heard! Rather than giving us 
balloons and ice-cream on Children's day 
the government should allow us to speak 
seriously to decision makers at least on 
that day.” 

-Shikha, Girl, 17



...AT HOME...

 We must be taught about the significance of Human rights through our 
parents.

 Parents must be trained to give adequate attention to all our needs, concerns 
and rights.

 Parents must be trained to understand the importance of us defending rights.
 Families must be supported to meet our essential needs especially health and 

medical expenses through government funding 



“Every school should provide the best 
facilities in terms of the holistic 
development of a child irrespective of 
them being private or government 
schools.” 

-Junaid, Boy, 16



...IN COMMUNITY...

 Our voices must be heard and given due importance, through increased 
awareness 

 We must be encouraged to participate in the planning and execution of 
events and activities which would boost our confidence and our abilities.

 Collectives of, for and by us children should be encouraged and supported in 
every locality.

 The idea of children as defenders of child rights must be advertised on TV 
and in newspapers.

 Leaders should devote one day in a week to listen to and address the 
problems raised by children.

 Governments should make child organisations like CWC, NCPCR and 
DCPU more powerful so that they can help and empower us more.

 Neighbourhood watch groups of adults must be set up to monitor and protect 
child rights in our locality.



“Instead of putting too many 
restrictions, our adults should seek our 
opinion while planning social events. At 
least one day in a week should be 
devoted for meaningful conversations 
between us and our immediate adults.” 

-Marium, girl, 16



...In School...

 Lessons on Human Rights and child protection should be made compulsory 
for both students and staff.

 Every committee should have adequate representation of us children.
 The curriculum should be designed in such a way that it doesn't stereotype 

the role of us children.
 Schools should provide counsellors and social workers who can work our 

parents and teachers to help them understand how to deal with us in a child-
friendly manner.

 Child rights clubs and children's parliaments should be formed in our school.



 “Every time I flip through my sister's 
primary school books, I see pictures 
where children are always portrayed as 
playing and studying. Why shouldn’t we  
be portrayed as standing for animals 
and for a better world. Aren't children 
capable of doing these thing?” 

-Chris, Boy, 16



At PRATYeK we:

 Embody Advocacy - We model active advocacy groups with vulnerable 
children in our neighbour.

 Educate For Liberation -We build the capacity of schools to embed justice 
into the curriculum.

 Empower Collaboration -We link schools and child-centreda organizations 
towards creating a strong network for child rights

 Enable Participation - We coordinate a strong federate network of inclusive 
neighbourhood children's parliaments.

 Engaging Power - We create platforms for children and child-rights 
organizations to connect with policy makers.

 Encourage Internationality - We foster the idea of young global citizens 
advocating for one  just, inclusive and equitable world, beyond borders.

 Embrace the Earth - We enable young people to advocate for and 
interrelated, sustainable earth community, centred on earth rights.



We envision a world in which
children advocate for an
inclusive and just earth

community



PRATYeK

Is an organisation that seeks to promote 'all rights for all child' through 
the creation of child friendly, creative and age appropriate resources and 

platforms to facilitate the genuine participation of children. It has a 
presence across the India and internationally though partner organisations 

and schools.

It presently convenes the NINEISMINE Campaign.



Edmund Rice Basement
Bhai Vir Singh Marg, 1 Ashok Place

New Delhi-110001
9990999640, 9911870999

 www.ninieismine.inepratyek@gmail.com,
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